## iRODS EVENTS SCHEDULE:

### 11/17/2015
- **RENCI Booth #181: iRODS Overview** .................................................. 1:30pm - 2:30pm
- **RENCI Booth #181: iRODS Software and Consortium Update** .................. 3:30pm - 4:30pm
- **RENCI Booth #181: iRODS Demonstrations** .......................................... 4:30pm - 5:30pm

### 11/18/2015
- **EMC Booth #499 : iRODS - Data Management for Grown Ups** ................. 2:30pm - 3:00pm
- **RENCI Booth #181: iRODS Software and Consortium Update** .................. 3:30pm - 4:30pm
- **RENCI Booth #181: iRODS Demonstrations** .......................................... 4:30pm - 5:30pm
- **DDN Booth #633 : iRODS - Data Management for Grown Ups** ................. (to be announced)

### iRODS-SC15 Floor Plan: